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Welcome to Camelid Connections
Hard to believe Christmas is just a few “sleeps” away, not sure where 2018 has gone as it
only seems like yesterday we were seeing in the New Year. We wish all our readers a happy
Christmas and hope that 2019 brings rain where it is most needed and success in your
camelid ventures.
After hearing a few grumbles about fleece collection we decided to run a series of articles from fleece
collection agents explaining where you can send your fleece and what is being done with it. As AAA found
out with their successful visit to a trade show in China and Surilana have found with rug making in India (see
articles on both of these ventures) there is an outlet for all types of fleece so no excuses for leaving your fleece in your shed.
There are also several articles that tie in well with the fleece theme which make interesting reading.
If you are a grey alpaca breeder don’t miss out on the article by Dr Kylie Munyard from Curtin University about her research,
trying to find the genetic cause of classic grey in alpacas. This research has resulted in a fast, cheap, and reliable way to assess
whether an alpaca has the mutation for the classic grey pattern – an article not to be missed by grey breeders.
Don’t miss out on entering our childrens gift give aways - you could make some little camelid lover very happy - page 9!
Congratulations to the winners of our childrens book prize in the September issue. Both were delighted to win - AJ Vicary from
Victoria has three children under six and Sandra Vella from NSW I believe has small grandchildren and already owned "Macca
the Alpaca" so added to her collection with" Alpacas with Maracas”.
Many other interesting articles to read in your leisure time over the Christmas New Year break.
Thanks for reading and especially for subscribing to Camelid Connections, your enthusiastic support and positive feedback
about our articles really does make putting together this magazine an enjoyable experience.
Merry Christmas and a prosperous new year.

Meet The Team
Esme Graham - Editor

Julie McClen - Designer/Editor

My husband and I have been breeding
suri alpacas for the past 20 years, I have
been heavily involved with both regional
committees and the national board of the
Australian Alpaca Association for a
number of years.

A breeder of ultrafine Huacaya alpacas for
over 18 years, I have a passion for fine
fibre and the genetic connection to the
most diminutive and finest of the
camelids - the wild Vicuna.

My major interest has been in marketing and education and
to this end I was editor of Alpacas Australia magazine for
over six years.
I hope that the experience I have gained editing Alpacas
Australia can be extended to educate and inform a wider
range of alpaca and llama breeders who are not necessarily
association members.

I strongly believe that education in any industry is the key to
success, so with Camelid Connections we hope to provide
interesting and informative articles to assist all camelid
owners in getting the most out of their animals and
businesses.
I also own Oak Grove Graphics a web and graphic design
agency which is producing this magazine, and also allows me
to connect with many different people in the camelid related
world through my design and web work.
www.oakgrovegraphics.com.au
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Macca s Christmas Crackers
‘

By Matt Cosgrove

WIN 1

Matt has given us two
copies of his new book
to give away.

CLICK HERE TO ENTER*
* By entering you agree to join the Camelid Connections
FREE subscribers list.

Gift GIveaway
Christmas is here!
Christmas is Macca’s favourite time of year. He loves thinking
up amazing presents for his friends. But when he looks in his
piggy bank, he finds he has no money! Macca and his best
friend Al have to come up with a plan to make the best
Christmas surprise for all their friends, and in doing so,
discover the true spirit of giving.
A delightful new picture book from Matt Cosgrove, following
on from the hugely popular Macca the Alpaca and Alpacas
with Maracas books.
Lovable and comical illustrations
Simple, playful rhyming text - perfect for reading aloud to
little ones.
A Christmas tale about the spirit of giving. Themes include:
friendship, giving, generosity, creativity and Christmas
Alpacas have huge public appeal with close to 450,000*
farmed or kept as pets across Australia.
Deluxe hardback cover

WIN 2
One lucky reader can win this cute collection of
Camelid inspired children’s craft gifts.

CLICK HERE TO ENTER*
* By entering you agree to join the Camelid Connections
FREE subscribers list.
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Animal Comminication
By Cindy Myers

I teach animal communication classes and I use alpacas and
llamas as the real trainer. Alpacas and llamas are highly
intuitive and being flight animals by nature, they are actually
easier to teach the skills to than other species like dogs.
The techniques learned are good for any species. I often have
to convince people that working with alpacas is the best but
once they experience it, they totally agree. With dogs and
even horses, they are more domesticated and want to please
so it is harder to get a really good intuitive hit from them.
With alpacas, it is very clear that they are communicating
intuitively with a person. Animals speak intuitively with each
other just like they communicate so much through body
language.
You might be skeptical of intuitive energy work or intuitive
animal communication. I was too at first. I didn’t recognize I
could do it until I was well into my thirties. I come from an
engineering and science background and It is because of my
engineering and physics work that it makes sense to me now.
When I teach about intuitive communication, I ask if anyone
has a cell phone? Everyone raises their hands. Then I ask
them how does it work? No one can answer but they trust
that it works because they can reach people in their contacts
list and talk and text to them all over the world! I live in
Oregon USA yet I speak with people in Australia and New
Zealand quite regularly using my cell phone! A signal is sent
up to a satellite, it bounces back and somehow reaches the
correct person. I used to work on radars as an engineer and
now I am a radar! We all send out signals (quite often from
emotions) and we act as receivers. Most of the time we are
not conscious of those signals reaching us. I’m tuned into it
and can translate it just as a radar or your cell phone
translates signals into your voice.

I happen to believe everyone can do some sort of intuitive
communication. It is just like singing. We can all sing. Just
some of us shouldn’t sing beyond the shower! Whereas some
people are more gifted and have more of an innate talent
and with work, they can sing and have people pay to listen to
them. Some of us have a more innate skill at intuitive
communication.
The first step that I teach is something EVERYONE can do.
Even if the person doesn’t receive or understand
communication being sent to them, the alpaca totally hears
the person. This technique is the most important one to learn
and the most useful tool you can have in your arsenal. That
technique is simply breathing! We humans tend not to
breathe very well normally. We rarely breathe fully and the
more stressed out or anxious we are, the shallower our
breathing. Animals pick up our emotional state based a lot on
our breathing.
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If you want to learn to communicate intuitively with an
animal, the first step is always breathing. It is like entering
the numbers to dial on the phone. It is letting the animal
know you wish to connect with them. It opens the line of
communication. They are also going to be way more
receptive to communicating with you if you are in that
calmer state. It is almost impossible to hear intuitive hits if
you don’t have good breathing going on.
The second thing I teach in my animal communication class is
also something we all can do whether you have much
intuitive natural skills or not, and that is using your eyes and
observing the animal. I like to put my eyes on my alpacas
every day. I say good morning to each one. By doing this, I
know what is normal. I know the normal way they sit, the
body posture. I know what their eyes look like when they feel
normal. I want that well ingrained so when something is
slightly off, I have a better chance of noticing it. It is most
often in the eyes or body posture that I first pick up that
something isn’t quite right. Then I know to observe that
alpaca more closely. Do I need to intervene? Do I need to call
my vet? I have probably avoided many vet visits because I
have picked something up early and was able to do some
natural remedy ahead of time or use my own energy to work
on them.

BIO:
Cindy Myers owns a small alpaca farm in the Willamette
Valley of Oregon. She uses alpacas to teach animal
communication courses and is used by people within the
United States and internationally for animal communication
and intuitive energy healing work. She is an energy healer for
both humans and animals. Alpacas have trained her to work
at a distance since they prefer hands-free energy work and as
a result, she can work with anyone anywhere in the world
over the phone. She teaches webinars on intuitive energy
work and animal communication and occasionally leaves her
farm to teach in person courses and to attend speaking
engagements. She works intuitively with all species of
animals.

There are also times when I have avoided losing an alpaca
because I got my vet out more quickly because I keyed in that
the alpaca had an issue that needed addressing immediately.
They are so good at hiding their illnesses. Their instinct is to
hide their weaknesses so being really tuned into what is their
normal look and behavior can alert you quickly to issues. I
also simply enjoy my morning routine of wishing each one
good morning. I have one male that if I accidentally pass him
over, he lets me know with the most plaintive whine that I
missed him! They enjoy the good morning as much as I enjoy
greeting each one of them!
Alpacas have been my greatest intuitive teachers. Their
energy and intuitive communication is fascinating to observe
and participate in. They have been very patient with me as I
hone my skills and techniques! I have taught my class on
many different alpaca farms and most of those I have never
been to before. I come on their farm and these alpacas have
never intuitively communicated with humans. Yet, they
always work with students in a very meaningful way. It has
been so magical at times. I rarely have a student that has not
experienced communicating intuitively with an alpaca or
llama. Although the techniques I mention in this article are
so simple, don’t underestimate their value by their simplicity.
Breathing fully is going to be one of your most valuable tools
and you always have that ability with you. No fancy gear
required!!!!
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Take the Guess Work out of Breeding Greys
Shades of Alpaca Grey:
a genetic tool to identify classic grey alpacas
By Dr. Kylie Munyard B.Sc. (Hons) PhD
School of Biomedical Sciences, Curtin Health Innovation Research Institute, Curtin University, Australia
K.Munyard@curtin.edu.au
Grey is a popular pattern in alpacas, for
many reasons, but can be controversial due
to the huge diversity seen in the pattern. So
that we are all “on the same page” with
terminology, first of all we need to be clear
that “grey” is a pattern, not a colour. The
grey pattern can occur over any base colour.
When the base colour is black the
combination is described as silver-grey, and
any other base colour produces rose-grey.
Roan is another pattern often mistaken for
grey, and is called “modern grey” in the US.
Therefore, to (hopefully!) avoid confusion, I
call the pattern that causes silver- or rosegrey “classic grey”.
Late last year Dr Samantha Brooks
(University of Florida) and I set out to try to
find the genetic cause of classic grey in
alpacas; funded by the Morris Animal
Foundation, the Alpaca Research Foundation
& Curtin University. We started by
examining what was already known about
the pattern. Four main pieces of information
emerged;
1) An analysis of thousands of breeding
records by Elizabeth Paul led to the
conclusion that classic grey was inherited as
an incomplete dominant (an animal only
needs one copy of the mutation to have the
classic grey pattern), and that no “pure
breeding” classic greys had ever been
recorded, so that having two copies of the
mutation for classic grey was probably lethal.
2) The production of classic grey cria from one white and one
solid parent meant that the classic grey pattern was present
in at least some white/ light fawn animals, but wasn’t able to
be seen.

Figure 1: The plan for finding the cause of classic grey in alpacas

3) Elizabeth Paul’s breeding-record analysis also showed that
blue-eyed-white (BEW) alpacas are probably caused by one
copy of the classic grey mutation plus a copy of a white
spotting pattern like tuxedo.
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TABLE 1: The mutation status and colours of the animals checked for the classic grey mutation
4) A few years later, research by Drs Felicity Jackling and
Belinda Appleton showed that all BEW animals had one copy
of a specific genetic pattern they called BEW1, and also a
copy of a different specific genetic pattern called BEW2. The
vast majority of classic grey animals in the study had BEW1.
BEW1 & BEW2 were both near a gene called KIT.
So, this information led Samantha and I to the conclusion
that the KIT gene was a good place to look for mutations that
caused or contributed to classic grey. Therefore, we studied
the sequence of the KIT gene in a group of alpacas in detail.
A brief outline of the experiment is shown in figure 1.
We started with just six alpacas, three black and three classic
silver-grey. Lots of mutations were present (47 in total), but
only one had the characteristics that we were searching for.
That is; it wasn’t found in any of the black animals, all of the
classic grey animals had one normal copy and one mutant
copy, and it was predicted to change the way the protein
worked.
With the help of our Honours student Matt Jones, we then
developed a fast, accurate and cheap method to test for this
mutation. So far we have tested over 480 alpacas, from

multiple farms on four different continents. To our complete
surprise and great excitement, the mutation was a perfect
predictor for classic grey (Table 1).
So, what can we conclude from our research? Well, the data
strongly supports our conclusion that the mutation is the
cause for the classic grey phenotype in alpacas. Why? Firstly,
all classic grey alpacas tested had one copy of the mutation,
as was expected from the breeding data. Secondly, all BEW
alpacas had one copy of the mutation, again as expected,
based on the idea that BEW is caused by a combination of a
classic grey allele and a white spotting allele. Third: the
mutation was not found in any animals with the roan
pattern, indicating that roan is not caused by the same
mutation as classic grey, and is a separate pattern rather
than a variant of classic grey. Finally, the absence of any
animals with two copies of the mutation supports the idea
that two copies of the classic grey mutation is lethal.
Approximately 10% of the 241 white and fawn animals we
tested had one copy of the classic grey mutation. These are
“cryptic grey” animals in which the base colour is not dark
enough to show the pattern, and this is the first time that
they have been able to be identified. The pedigree for the
cryptic grey animals, where available, was investigated.
13

Figure 2: Dark cryptic grey.
These pedigrees also supported our interpretation, because
the cryptic grey animals were shown to have either: a classic
grey parent/grandparent, or produced classic grey offspring,
where the other parent was definitively non-classic grey.
Perhaps the most unexpected finding was that it’s possible to
have cryptic classic greys that are so dark that the pattern
doesn’t show. Two of the nine “tuxedo” animals were found
to have one copy of the mutation. When we re-examined
photos of all of the tuxedo animals, we realised that the ones
that had a copy of the classic grey mutation had a distinctly
different “look” compared to the others (Figure 2). We also
checked the colour of the parents, grandparents etc. of all of
the tuxedo animals, and only the two unusual ones had any
classic grey in their pedigrees. The single black alpaca with
the mutation was from Peru, and we could not get any more
samples, or re-examine the animal, so we can’t rule out a
sampling or recording error.

All of these alpacas
are grey

In summary, we have developed a fast, cheap, and reliable
way to assess whether an alpaca has the mutation for the
classic grey pattern, even when you can’t see that pattern.
This method will allow breeders to effectively select for, or
against, the classic grey pattern (and BEW), as desired. It
may even open up broader genetics for those wishing to
select for classic grey. It will also allow breeders who have a
“difficult to classify” grey to be sure if it is classic grey or roan
(or both!). Also, testing would reduce the incidence of BEW
animals, by reducing the chance of accidentally mating a
cryptic classic grey with a tuxedo.
Bibliography
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EXQUISITE

Sur�

RUGS

By Angela Pruess - Surilana Alpacas

Combine 100% Australian grown suri
alpaca fleece with centuries of Indian
craftsmanship, and the results of this
collaboration are exquisite rugs that
showcase the beauty and potential of
suri alpaca fibre.
Surilana, the largest breeders of suri alpaca in Australia are
very proud to be supplying Australian grown suri fleece to
Indian artisans for the production of these stunning, 100%
handmade, hand-knotted suri rugs. These rugs highlight the
tradition, nature, art and culture of how handmade rugs are
made.
They were first approached by the Indian rug company, who
were looking to source large quantities of suri fibre for their
rug project.

For Surilana, it was extremely satisfying to see beautiful
Australian grown suri fleece transformed into such a
magnificent product. The rugs are a very new product to
Australia and they were first showcased at the 2018
Australian Alpaca Spectacular Show, and the first rug order
has now been submitted.
The handle of the rugs is luxurious, and perfectly exploits the
superior and exclusive qualities of suri fibre.
Surilana say they were delighted when they were able to
touch the rugs and feel the unmistakable handle that only
suri alpaca fibre known for it’s silky touch and high lustre can
give. “They are just not rugs – they are pure luxury. Feeling is
believing and many people at the Spectacular were blown
away by the exquisite handle”

The process of exporting the fleece required a lot of
documentation and the fleece takes from 45 - 60 days to
arrive at its destination in India.
The first shipment of suri fleece to India was 2,500 kg and
they have since ordered a further 4,000 kg. In the first order
it was only white, light fawn and black suri fleece that was
sent, with this second shipment also to include brown, fawn
and grey suri fibre.
16

The Rug Making Process
Raw fleece that is a minimum of 80mm long, with no
maximum length is supplied to the Indian manufacturers.
The fibre is then washed, carded, spun and turned into skeins
of yarn in the many different natural colours of suri fibre white, light grey, charcoal, light brown, and black. In future
they are planning to introduce more colour shades, intricate
designs and patterns.
Some of the other processes involved in production are
fleece processing, design creation (mapping), weaving,
washing, binding, clipping and stitching.
As these rugs are made to order and hand knotted, with 120
knots per square inch, they take some time to complete. For
example, an 8ft x 10ft size rug takes 3-5 months to complete,
with three people working 8-10 hours a day,7 days a week. It
then normally takes 2 weeks to finish a rug after it comes off
the loom. The rugs are all sun dried.
As a result of the quality and workmanship, these rugs have
incredible durability and longevity, with buyers of this
exclusive and beautifully finished product believing it will be
well worth the wait! A Youtube video on the making of these
rugs can be found at https://youtu.be/9yKwlQLQVic
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At present there are 18 individual designs made in a variety
of sizes and Australia designers are looking to introduce some
individualised designs in the future.
Surilana will be donating funds from the sale of these rugs to
the Indian manufacturers and village that are producing
these stunning rugs. Surilana thank the Indian manufacturers
and community for their skills and patience in producing this
luxurious product that we are sure will grace the floors of
many Australian and New Zealand homes.
For more information on these stunning rugs, please email
suris@surilana.com.au. If any Australian suri breeders would
like supply fleece for these rugs, please contact Ian and
Angela Preuss at the above address or Andrew Munn at
acalpacas@bigpond.com
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AUSTRALIAN CAMEL MILK PRODUCTS

Summer Land Camels’ founders, Jeff Flood and Paul Martin
want to change people’s minds about camels. Most of the
visitors to their farm are initially very surprised to learn that
camels are such friendly, intelligent and gentle creatures
that have so much to offer humanity.
Based at Harrisville in Queensland’s Scenic Rim region,
Summer Land Camels is the largest camel dairy outside the
Middle East and is the world’s largest wild camel training
centre. Visitors can learn about camels and interact with
them, ensuring that they leave with a newfound respect, and
often a new affection, for the animals.
When you enter the property your eyes are immediately
drawn to the calm creatures in the paddocks either side of
the driveway. In the yards right near the café, friendly
camels wait to greet you with a cuddle and maybe even a
kiss. Ever eager to be hand fed by visitors, they are the
perfect models, posing while you take a “selfie” with them.

The behind-the-scenes farm tour is a must if you want to
learn all about camels and the true history and role of camels
in Australia. This is where Paul and Jeff put the time into reeducating visitors and setting them straight on many myths
and misconceptions about camels. Another way to
experience camels is to take a camel ride. It’s a unique and
memorable experience that is popular for both children and
adults.
The Homestead Café is a peaceful setting to enjoy lunch, take
in the stunning views, and sample camel and camel milk
products from their menu. The Camel-cinos and Camel-lattes
come very highly recommended, as does the delicious gelato.
In all aspects of the operations at Summer Land Camels,
sustainability is key and this literally starts from the ground
up. They have over 30 years’ experience in biodynamic
holistic farming techniques and land regeneration which
contributes to building a resilient farm eco-system without
the use of chemicals, insecticides or pesticides.
19

They care for their camels with low stress handling
techniques and ensure the herd structure is respected and
the mother and calf bond is maintained throughout.
Partnered with a deep understanding of the health and
immune system, everything they do is fundamentally rooted
in expertise and with the clear intent to optimise the health
and well-being of their camels and their customers.

sustainability and has decades of experience regenerating
farmland, even during periods of drought.

Most of their camels are brought in from the wild in Central
Australia, where they would otherwise be inhumanely culled.
Summer Land Camels’ larger vision, supported by the Federal
and State Governments is to turn what is considered a
national agricultural challenge into one of the country’s
largest assets, by saving camels from being culled and
supporting human health with the milk they produce.

Having worked in the area of human health, Jeff’s
background in biochemistry, nuclear medicine and
physiology has been instrumental in developing camel milk
products to benefit health and wellness. Jeff’s journey with
camels started over 16 years ago when his eldest son
suffered severe eczema as a baby. He researched effective
treatment of the root cause of the inflammation, rather than
only treating symptoms. This led him to camel milk and
when it became obvious that the milk was unavailable in
Australia, Jeff resolved to open a camel dairy one day so that
all Australians could access the range of health advantages
that camel milk can offer.

The unique partnership between Jeff and Paul brought
together their respective expertise to produce camel milk of
the finest quality. Paul has a passion for nurturing biodiverse
agricultural environments that maintain integrity and

Summer Land Camels has been at the forefront of innovation
when it comes to developing new products with camel milk,
with an emphasis on preserving the amazing health benefits
of the milk. One area that has been particularly successful is
20

the development of camel milk cheese. Although camel milk
is notoriously difficult to make into cheese, Jeff and his team
have been able to create Persian Feta, Fromage Blanc,
Haloumi and even cheddar.
The unique structure of the milk, with the small fat and
protein molecules makes cheeses with a delicate, smooth
and creamy mouthfeel and the taste is second to none. Their
Persian Feta is a favourite with guests to their farm, and it
won a silver medal in the Sydney Royal Show. In blind
tastings, it’s been judged as one of the best fetas in the
world.
Fromage Blanc is a style of cheese from Northern France and
it excels in its versatility. This cheese won a bronze medal at
the Sydney Royal Show. Perfect for both sweet and savoury
dishes you can find it being used in their café in their
chocolate brownies, on scones to replace cream, as icing on a
cake and even in their Camel Tagine.
The Camel Milk Haloumi is made in a Cypriote Style and the
quality and flavour is also outstanding. The garlic and chili
Haloumi is currently only available from the café and shop at
the farm – a testing ground for new products before they are
released into the market via their growing list of stockists
around Australia.
The newest cheese by Summer Land Camels is the Camel
Milk Cheddar. Armed with the knowledge that it’s impossible
to make cheddar from camel milk, Jeff set out determined to
achieve the impossible and did just that. After several
attempts and many failed batches, they were able to use
their knowledge of the milk and their experience in cheesemaking to create the world’s first camel milk cheddar.
The small batch hand-crafted artisan cheddar is currently 6
months into the aging process and it’s already showing
excellent signs in the areas of flavour, aroma and texture.
When the first batch is released in February 2019, turophiles
and cheese lovers will be lining up to get their hands on
some. In the future, 24 month aged cheddar will be released
and there is little doubt that the mature cheddar will be in
high demand.

As delicious as camel milk cheese is, perhaps the most
astounding thing is that the cheese, along with all camel milk
dairy products, can be consumed by people with dairy
allergies and lactose intolerance. This is because camel milk
doesn’t contain the same proteins that cause dairy allergies
and lactose intolerance for people.
As visitors to Summer Land Camels quickly learn, there’s a
whole lot more to camels than meets the eye. As often
happens when you can get past preconceived notions and
ideas, once people learn the truth about camels, they are not
only amazed, but they also become passionate fans and
fierce advocates of these gentle majestic creatures. And that
makes Paul and Jeff very happy.
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IT S ALL ABOUT THE FLEECE
One of the most common grumbles we hear from alpaca
breeders is “what do we do with our fleece”. Well we
thought we might help you make the decision to not leave
your fleece piling up in the shed a little easier.

Have a read and see if you can join with other breeders to get
not just your most beautiful fleeces, but all your clean,
skirted fleece to market - as the buyers tell us there is a
market for all fleece!

The collection of fleece has become much more ‘commercial’
over the last 12 months, and going into 2019 there are
numerous options for you to explore. We are showcasing just
a few of them in the next few pages. There are other buyers
out there, some who already have as many clients as they
can handle, and others you may know from past experience.

We need both local and overseas buyers to see the cohesion
of Australian breeders and the quality of the fleece they can
produce. It’s up to you, even if you only have a small amount
of fleece every little bit helps to increase the overall
tonnage.

AUSTRALIAN ALPACA FLEECE LTD
Australian Alpaca Fleece Ltd. (AAFL) is the first and largest
Australian Alpaca fibre trader and Alpaca clothing wholesaler
in Australia. In the 23 years since its origin as the Australian
Alpaca Cooperative in 1995, and then re-born in 2004
supported by funding from the Australian Alpaca Association,
AAFL has evolved from trading only raw alpaca fibre to a fully
integrated solution for the Australian alpaca industry, from
fibre trading to retailing the finest alpaca garments and
homewares.
From the early days of the Alpaca Cooperative, we
understood that selling raw alpaca fibre domestically and
overseas was not enough to sustainably grow and promote
an Australian alpaca industry; it was essential to add value to
our fleece; hence the Australian Alpaca Connection brand
was born. Australian Alpaca Connection is an innovative
brand that supports and promotes the Australian Alpaca
Industry by manufacturing premium quality garments using
Australian Alpaca fibre where it is available.
AAFL has always purchased ALL alpaca fleece, necks and
clean pieces, classed or unclassed, in small or large
quantities. This includes suri and huacaya, in ALL grades from
the finest to the broadest, and ALL colours including mixed
colours.
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Selling Fleece to AAFL

Payment

Unclassed Fibre (See www.aafl.com.au/fleece/ for more
information.)

● AAFL makes fleece payments in the first fortnight of each
month.
● Fleece Suppliers will be paid in the following month after
valuation at Sunshine, Vic. For example, if your clip is
valued in January 2019 you would be paid in February
2019.
● All Clips are valued on a first in – first out basis.
● Payments are normally made via EFT to a nominated bank
account.

● AAFL BUYS WHOLE FLEECE INCLUDING THE NECK AND
CLEAN PIECES - place these in separate bags with the main
saddle fleece to maximise the value of your fleece –
because the offered price is based on valuation of the
presented saddle, it includes the weight of the whole
fleece.
● All delivered fleece must be dry and clean with minimal
vegetable matter and no other contaminants.
● Where fleece is dispatched in pressed bales, each
individual grower consignment must be clearly separated
by newspaper marked with grower no. and name, and
each bale must be marked on top with all respective
grower numbers and names.
● Contaminated fleece will be downgraded or disposed of
without value, if necessary. For example, if you see that
some of your fleece is contaminated with excessive
vegetable matter, or is obviously damp, or if any plastic
bags have disintegrated into pieces, please do not ship to
AAFL to avoid other fleece in the shipment being badly
affected.
Classed Fibre
● Classed fibre must be press-baled.
● Each bale must be marked with grower name/AAFL
number and bale number.
● Bales must be clean woolpack(s) between 100-170kg, with
the bale weight marked.
● Each bale must have a bale sampled test from AWTA. The
AWTA certificate must include at least:
● Mean micron (MFD)
● Micron Standard Deviation (SD)
● Micron Coefficient of Variation (CV)
● Comfort Factor (CF)
● Fibre Length
AAFL Free Freight Program
● AAFL will pay the freight to AAFL’s Sunshine West VIC
warehouse from the closest freight depot to the point of
collection.
● Contact AAFL for advice before making new freight
arrangements.
● To access the free freight program, fleece (classed or
unclassed) must be pressed and baled in wool packs of
between 100-170kg.
● Each bale must be clearly identified to show the source
and AAFL grower numbers and name(s). Grower numbers
are issued on emailed request with contact details.

Delivering your Fleece
AAFL receives alpaca fleece at the warehouse in Sunshine
West Vic all year-round during business hours.
What does AAFL do with your Fleece?
Selected fleece lots are sold to processors in New Zealand,
and especially to Incalpaca Peru. Other fleece lots are sold to
customers in Australia and overseas.
AAFL commissions throw rugs to be made in New Zealand
for sale in Australia, and a wide range of scarves and shawls
to be made from Australian fleece held specifically for this
purpose in Arequipa.
From raw fibre to premium clothing: the journey of
Australian alpaca fibre at AAFL
Each Spring and early Summer alpacas are shorn, and this
noble fibre begins its 12 to 18-month journey to become a
garment or homeware product, traveling thousands of
kilometres to find specialized hands to become a textile
wonder.
Alpaca fleeces are collected and sent to AAFL, where the
fibre is valued for payment to growers. It is then normally
pressed into bales to be sent to manufacturers.
At the new showpiece environmental Incalpaca mill at
Arequipa, alpaca fibre goes through a classing process where
expert hands separate the raw fibre into several different
categories according to micron ranges, colour variation,
handle and softness, etc. After classing, the transformation
process starts: alpaca fibre will be washed and later carded
and spun into yarn to be either woven or knitted to become
a garment or homeware product – and then returned to
AAFL with an Australian Alpaca Connection label.
For further information please contact us:
Email: fleece@aafl.com.au
Tel: 03 9311 0933
https://aafl.com.au/fleece/
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THE SCOTCH GROUP
The Scotch Group is a collection Company committed to
collecting all alpaca fleece, both Huacaya and Suri of all
microns and colours with the purpose selling fleece and
developing end product to benefit ALL Australian alpaca
breeders. Andrew Munn, (accredited AWEX fleece classer)
and Ian Preuss are proud to be agents for the Scotch Group.
The Scotch Group firmly believes that there is no such thing
as fleece with “No Commercial Value - NCV”. Scotch Group
has sourced commercial end uses for ALL lengths, ALL
microns and ALL colours in both huacaya and suri. Too much
valuable fleece is being thrown out or left to rot for years in
shearing sheds, where a good return could be made from this
fleece.
The endless uses for alpaca fleece for an ever-increasing
range of end products is amazing. The unique properties of
alpaca fleece are only limited by the imagination and talents
of manufacturers worldwide. The pre conceived vision that
only fleece between 80mm to 140mm is “commercial” is far
too narrow and limiting. If alpaca end products are only
represented by yarn and what can be produced from it, then
Australian breeders are being pigeon holed into a narrow
segment of an ever-diversifying market. This is potentially
robbing them of significant dollar returns for their entire
annual clip.
As a result of this commitment, the Scotch Group has
developed markets with a range of buyers and end product
producers. Manufacturers are particularly interested in
alpaca fleece as its unique attributes can produce end
products of superior quality, not able to be achieved with the
use of other natural or synthetic fibre.
The Scotch Group recently held a shearing/ fleece
preparation workshop at Alpha Centauri Alpacas. The
workshop was a great success and the Scotch Group plan to
hold many more. The workshop covered such topics as:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Alpaca Fibre in General
Shearing shed set-up
How to prepare fleece
What do buyers want
Micron / Colour / Length / Strength
SD vs CV (what’s the difference and why is it important)
Contamination (colour, primary fibre, varying lengths, VM)
Current Markets and demand
How can you get the best return on your fibre

There were also a lot of hands on opportunities for the
participants to get involved with shearing, skirting and

preparing fleeces. Particular emphasis was placed on being
able to identify and sort fleece from both the shearing
table/mat and the classing table.
With the normal fast pace at shearing time, it is often difficult
for breeders to take the time to get their “eye in” on what
attributes determine how a fleece is sorted. At the workshop,
we were able to move at a pace, where all participants had
the opportunity to identify what areas of a fleece should be
removed from the saddle and which lines they should be
sorted into for maximum return.
After shearing and sorting a few fleeces, the participants
became more proficient at identifying what part of the alpaca
the fleece came from, removing areas that were different
from the saddle and placing the fleece in their correct lines.
This is a very important skill to learn. If the skirtings/neck are
not removed from the saddle before storing it, then there is a
risk that the entire saddle maybe downgraded to a lesser
classing line. This could see the grower receiving a less than
optimal return on their beautiful fibre
Scotch Group is very excited to be at the forefront of the
collection and supply of Australian alpaca fleece for the use
in end products from high end fashion, furnishing, duvets,
carpets and much more.
So, now is the time to sort your fleece from this year’s and
previous years’ shearings. Remember that “No Commercial
Value” does NOT exist. For a pricing list, consignment form
and further details, please contact either Andrew Munn 0408
410 281 , info@acalpacas.com or Ian Preuss 0407 931 789
ianpreuss1@bigpond.com. The Scotch Group has now run
two shearing/fleece preparation workshops and more will be
run in 2019, dates to be advised.
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ALPACAFIBRE.COM.AU
The mission of fleece baled under the alpacafibre.com.au
brand is to provide a quality, consistent product to market
while aiding alpaca farmers in generating a sustainable and
profitable industry for all.
The operation is set up as a depot shed for the purpose of lot
building targeting the wider commercial market with sales to
date primarily direct to processors both large and small. To
date, we are servicing clients in the North Americas, Europe
and Australasia.
We believe that it is important to offer breeders options for
the sale of their fleece. Options create a competitive market
and thus increase the price of fibre which benefits all
breeders, particularly the small ones.
Up until recently, we have concentrated on Huacaya which
represents the vast majority of fleece sold however we are
currently experiencing some interest in Suri fleece and have
quantities stockpiled and expect to be doing more with it
soon. Fleece is prepared for market as per “Alpaca Fleece
Classing Code Of Practice Industry Standard for the
Preparation of Australian Alpaca Edition Two”. Noting that
we will prepare lots to mill specifications that may not fit
within lines defined in the Code of Conduct.

We are currently collecting clean fleece in the following
categories:
● Saddles in individual bags up to 28 microns (75 to 120 mm)
and under 24 microns (40‐75mm) in
● White, light fawn, mid fawn, dark fawn, brown, silver grey
& black.
● Pieces in white, light fawn, mid fawn, dark fawn, brown,
silver grey & black.
When receiving mainline fleece we expect it to be well
sheared and skirted with minimum VM contamination unless
otherwise noted by the supplier. The supplied fleece is then
matched to the appropriate line to try and achieve the best
return for the grower.
We store saddles in individual bags until we are ready to
process an order as we have found that different buyers will
be looking for different micron ranges with some of these
mill specific lines overlapping in the specification.
To date for mainline fleece, we do not disadvantage coloured
fleece in regards to prices paid.

All saddles remain the property of the grower until they are
sold. Unless otherwise instructed we will sell on a first
available sale basis. We provide estimated returns to grower
at the time of consignment. The ultimate aim is to be in the
position to pay cash on delivery.
We work with existing wool handlers to ensure compliance
with export/import regulations and have the logistical
support that we need.
A shearing and fleece workshop was conducted in
September 2018 to assist newer breeders in setting up their
sheds for shearing and taught basic fleece skirting and
handling and are planning more for 2019.
We are currently training additional staff to receive fleeces
and process to allow us to handle greater order numbers
and greater volumes.
For full contact details please see alpacafibre.com.au
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WARATAH ALPACA FIBRE
Waratah Alpaca Fibre Gears Up for Shearing Season.
Having shipped its first 10 tonne container of raw alpaca fibre
to China in early October the member owned Waratah
Alpaca Fibre Co-operative is now looking with great
excitement at supplying another 10-tonne container prior to
Christmas.
The first 10 tonne container was indeed a huge success with
21 participating Huacaya fleece producers paid up to $28 per
kilo for their supply with the Chinese buyer paying for all
micron ranges and for all colours. Fleece cheques ranged
from $46 to one producer who supplied 2 saddles to $52,000
for one supplier.
All freight and scouring costs were attended to and paid for
by the buyer and Waratah was able to pay the participating
fleece producers within 7 days of shipment. A separate 2
tonne shipment of pieces was supplied to a local buyer to
support the domestic market.

Fleece Buyers

To assist with the collection several members have
volunteered to act as collection points all over NSW
with advertised collections days. These include
Mudgee Region - Ravenswood Alpacas
2272 Queens Pinch Road, Meroo, NSW, 2850

Queanbeyan, ACT Region
Boston Fine Fibres , Burra Creek, NSW , 2722

New England Region
Green Gully Alpacas, 89 Bretchs Lane , Kentucky
South, NSW, 2354

Southern Highlands Region
Coolaroo Alpacas, 471 Woodlands Road, Mittagong ,
NSW, 2577

Waratah is pleased to have contracted an AWEX stencilled
alpaca classer for the shipment and are hoping to employ
more AWEX stencilled classers for upcoming shipments. In
addition Waratah employed a total of 7 casual wool handlers
who assisted the contracted classer with the classing and
preparation of bales for the shipment. All of this was
managed and coordinated by Waratah’s managing director,
Mick Williams.

Interested fleece producers should contact Mick at Waratah
to discuss drop off times at any of these collection points.

The quality of fleece preparation by producers was indeed
varied with the better prepared fleeces attracting top dollar.
Lesser prepared fleeces were charged a skirting charge to
prepare the fleece for supply to the buyer.

As at the date of writing this article Waratah has 27 members
in 3 states with members having the benefit of being able to
share in the Co-op’s surpluses as well as higher prices for the
supply of their fleece. Members can also purchase bale bags
from the Co-op at discounted prices to non-members and the
board is currently seeking expressions of interest from
members in regards to the supply of feed for 2019.

Going forward and with the shearing season now in full swing
Waratah is collecting fleece from producers all over NSW as
well from Queensland, South Australia and Victoria.

To assist with the quality of fleece preparation by producers
and to maximise the returns to both the producer and the
Co-op , Waratah is also conducting fleece preparation
workshops throughout NSW. Details of these workshops can
be found on the Waratah Facebook page

Whilst the Co-op is not yet collecting Suri fleece the board is
pleased to report that a small sample of Suri fleece has been
forwarded to China and that it remains confident that it will
be able to secure markets for Suri early in the New Year. Due
to supply shortages it is thought that this fibre will attract a
premium compared to the current Huacaya prices. At this
stage Suri breeders are encouraged to supply a stocktake of
their available supply.
Interested parties can download the Co-op’s membership
form from its website at www.waratahalpacafibre.com.au.
The current price list can also be found on the website or by
emailing Mick Williams at wartahalpacafibre@gmail.com
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WARATAH ALPACA FIBRE
BUYING PRICE LIST
AS AT 22 NOVEMBER 2018

Waratah’s pricing is based on the market demand for its fleece and is influenced by factors such as the availability
of supply and foreign currency fluctuations.
All fleeces should be prepared and skirted in accordance with the Waratah Fleece Preparation Manual.
Fleece is classed, baled and valued by AWEX stencilled classers using the AAA classing Code of Practice

Code
Huacaya
Sheer Ultra
Ultrafine
Superfine
Fine
Medium
Strong
Extra Strong
Pieces

Micron Range
< 16u
16-18.5u
18.6-20.5u
20.6-24.5u
24.6-28.5u
28.6–36.5u
> 36.5u
-

Member Price
$/kg
28.00
26.50
20.40
14.00
12.04
8.40
4.01
3.60

Non-Member Price
$/kg
24.50
22.75
17.85
12.25
10.54
7.35
3.51
3.15

Suri
Markets for Suri are still being explored at this stage.
The board of Waratah Alpaca Fibre Co-operative are hopeful of being in a position to commence with the collection
and sale of Suri fibre in early 2019.
Pricing will be published at that point.
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AUSTRALIAN ALPACA YARN
Australian Alpaca Yarn buys huacaya fleeces to make into
high quality knitting yarn that is “setting the standard for
alpaca yarn in Australia”. We buy white and light fawn
coloured fleeces which are commercially spun and dyed in NZ
and are now buying coloured fleeces to produce a natural
yarn.
To produce high quality yarn we have to apply certain
specifications to the fleece we buy, ie:
● Fleeces must be skirted at shearing and individually
bagged;
● Fleeces are grid tested and only <28 micron fleece with
>75% Comfort Factor is used for our yarn;
● Fibre length must be between 80mm and 120mm;
● Fleece with excessive VM cannot be accepted.
All usable fibre meeting our specifications is purchased at
prices ranging from $8.80 per kg up to $22 per kg currently,
depending on the average micron and Comfort Factor of each
fleece. Full details of current prices are available on our
website under the ‘Fleece’ page.
Breeders can maximise the price they receive for their fleece
by using practices such as:
● Shear saddle first (much easier to skirt and cleaner and
eliminates unwanted fibre in the final product);
● Shear before grass seeds start to form in early summer (to
avoid VM);
● Remove any pieces of fibre at skirting that are short or
contain a lot of guard hair before bagging the fleece and
contaminating good fibre;
● Keep the floor or shearing table surface as clean as
possible.
Also, look at your breeding program to see if you are
producing dense fleeces on good sized frame alpacas with an
even coverage (length and quality) across the saddle. These
are the alpacas that return the most value for their fleeces.
eg. 900gms of 18 micron will not return as much value as
2.5kgs of 24 micron fleece.
On receiving fleeces we:
• grid test each fleece to class it into the appropriate line of
yarn using Micron and Comfort Factor;
• record the total weight of the fleece received;
• re-skirt each fleece removing any pieces that are too
short or have excessive guard hair;
• record the weight of the fibre to be processed which is
purchased at the published rates; and
• pay breeders the difference between total weight
received and the accepted fibre at a skirtings price.

Our business has been buying fleece from alpaca breeders
for over 10 years and has achieved a reputation for
producing top quality knitting yarn in the Australian
marketplace sold through our online retail shop and to
wholesale customers throughout the country. We have
recently commenced producing a range of products that are
made from our yarn.
If you’d like to find out more about Australian Alpaca Yarn:
Website: www.australianalpacayarn.com.au
Email: sales@australianalpacayarn.com.au
Phone: Tim 0429 783 575 or Graham 0427 455 633
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Current buying specifications and prices for white or light fawn fleeces
Micron

Comfort Factor

Price
If registered for GST

Price
If not registered for GST

Under 20

97+%

$22.00

$20.00

20 - 21.99

95+%

$22.00

$20.00

22 - 23.99

90+%

$17.60

$16.00

24 - 25.99

85+%

$13.20

$12.00

26 - 28

75+%

$8.80

$8.00

Current buying specifications and prices for coloured fleeces
Micron

Comfort Factor

Price
If registered for GST

Price
If not registered for GST

Under 20

97+%

$11.00

$10.00

20 - 21.99

95+%

$11.00

$10.00

22 - 23.99

90+%

$8.80

$8.00

24 - 25.99

85+%

$6.60

$6.00

26 - 28

75+%

$4.40

$4.00

Fleeces are weighed when received and then processed with all the fibre not meeting specifications for our main lines
placed in skirtings where growers are paid the current skirtings price. There is a charge to the grower of $1.20 per
fleece test. All results of the grid tested fleeces are supplied to the grower at the time of payment.
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By Annemarie Ashton-Wyatt,
Wedgetail Rise Alpacas, Nanima NSW

Alpaca fleece produces stunning yarn.
Like many breeders seeking to add
value to their farming output, I have
explored many ways to make the best
use of the fleece from my own alpaca
herd.
I first tried knitting or crochet, but arthritis makes it hard for
me to grip a crochet hook or knitting needle. I was quickly
frustrated by the wonky scarves that resulted. If I would not
wear it, how could I sell it to others?

Weaving is a very calming process. I enter a weaving reverie –
my ‘weaverie’. There is nothing nicer than an afternoon
spent at the loom, and looking up to see the herd of alpacas,
who have helped produce the yarn in your hands,
contentedly grazing in the paddocks outside the window.
I make two or three alpaca articles each week. I have two
rigid heddle looms, which are the best for learning the
foundation skills of weaving and am restoring a vintage fourshaft loom, to produce more complex patterns.

Then came felting. Dry felting was a disaster, as missing the
target turned my hand into pin cushion. I loved the creativity
of wet felting, but the repetitive rolling and the ‘wet’ bit
wasn’t much fun in winter.
I thought about the other ways I could work with yarn. My
nan was a frenetic and fabulous knitter, but she also
produced the most beautiful tapestry. As a child, I was
fascinated with the pictures formed by coloured thread. I had
also learnt to weave paper, reeds and wool in art classes at
school, always loving ‘craft’ and texture.
So, I ordered a small loom on the internet. It arrived with an
easy to follow booklet with step by step instructions and lots
of pictures. Despite this, my first attempts at use resulted in
warping up the loom back to front (oops!), missed and
broken threads, knots and dropped stitches, and lots of
wonky ‘L’ plate scarves and samplers.
Having mastered the basics, weaving became my art and my
passion. I love the play of the alpaca yarn, the intricacy of
building patterns, the wonderfully soft folds of the fabric as it
comes off the loom.
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Alpaca yarn is ideal for weaving. It has the strength you need
to hold the warp (the long vertical threads on the loom)
without breaking. It is soft enough in the weft (the horizontal
threads you weave in) to make a fabric which is irresistibly
soft with an elegant drape.
The yarn needs to be top quality. It’s very frustrating if a yarn
breaks when weaving or you are constantly stopping to pick
out vegetable matter. The best yarn for weaving is made
from 19 to 24 micron fleece of an even length which has
been dehaired. I do use uneven art yarns for weft, but there
is much more wastage and risk involved, as customers are
quick to return anything which shrinks or stretches.

Alpaca yarn in different ply is ideal for a range of products.
Four-ply to ten-ply makes incredible garments. Close-woven
two ply is lovely for cushion covers. Twelve-ply makes the
most beautiful throw rugs and blankets.
Colour is everything to my clients, so I am always interested
in quality hand-dyed yarns and natural colours with stunning
lustre and depth. I have just bought some amazing suri yarn
that I cannot wait to make something special with.
If you would like to know more about my weaving, check out
the Wedgetail Rise Alpacas website
http://www.wedgetailrisealpacas.com or just stop and have
a yarn (pun intended) if you spot me at an alpaca show.

If you are looking for a quick and easy way to make money
from your alpaca fleece, then artisan weaving is probably not
the answer for you. Each garment takes many hours of
labour, so the profit margin is relatively small and it’s not
worthwhile if you don’t love the creativity of the process.
Slow fashion demands the unique, the original, but also the
endurable. I am producing wearable art which, with care, will
last many decades instead of becoming land fill after a single
season. This process means that my products are not cheap;
they are made for clients who value quality.
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Expanding our Market Horizons
2018 China Trade Missions
Australian Alpaca Association Update

In late 2017, The Australian Alpaca
Association Ltd (AAA) was approached
by Karen Jiang. Karen had researched
the trade associations in China that
dealt with camelids and alpaca fibre
and could assist us in establishing
contacts with those associations. We
hoped that contacts with the
associations would lead to industry
connections and increase the appetite
in China for Australian alpaca fibre.
While larger Australia producers had established strong
markets for their alpaca fleece, some smaller breeders had
told us that they could not find a market for their fleece. We
are aware that there is only a very small fleece
manufacturing market in Australia, most of which is devoted
to spinning knitting yarns for the craft industry. While that
market is vitally important to the Australian alpaca industry it
cannot currently process more than about 10% of the
estimated annual Australian alpaca fleece clip.
Nor do Australian manufacturers produce the very fine yarns
needed for high end woven products. For that reason, the
AAA felt that to encourage the growth of the market for
alpaca fibre and with it ultimately the market for sales of elite
alpaca stud stock, we needed to develop a greater
international demand for Australian alpaca fleece. We now
had the opportunity to develop the market in China, one of
the largest fibre markets in the world.

First China Trade Mission – 29 January to 2 February 2018
Two directors of the AAA, Chris Williams and Sharon Dawson
travelled to China with Karen Jiang as liaison to introduce
them to the contacts she had established and to translate for
them. The object of the mission was to explore the potential
export markets for live animals, fleece, products, pelts and
eventually meat.
They met with two industry associations, the China Wool &
Textile Association (CWTA) and the China Animal Agricultural
Association (CAAA). They also met with Austrade and with
two large fibre importers to China, H Dawson & Co and
Michell (Suzhou) Wool Co Ltd.
The CWTA’s members are mostly manufacturers of natural
fibre textiles and finished knitted garments. The CWTA
invited the AAA to attend and have a stand at their Trade
Expo, 2018 Prime – Wool, Yarn Fabric, to be held in April
2018. The CWTA also offered to introduce the AAA to some
of their members who have an interest in processing alpaca
fibre when we visited to attend their Trade Expo.
Discussions with the CAAA centred on the difficulties of
farming alpacas in China. The CAAA was keen for their
members to learn from Australian alpaca farmers and keen to
send representatives to one of our national shows.
In 2017 H Dawson & Co purchased 2.2 million kilograms,
2,200 tonnes of alpaca fleece from South America. They
expressed interest in Australian alpaca fleece, particularly
white fleece. Michell own and operate a mill in Suzhou, China
where they process 20 tonne of merino a day. They are
currently super washing wool to blend with alpaca. Michell
told Chris and Sharon that alpaca was a hot commodity in
China and that they couldn’t get enough of it so they were
keen to look at Australia to supply alpaca fleece.
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Austrade were also very welcoming and positive. They were
more than happy to introduce the AAA to the China Meat
Association and the department of China Quarantine and
offered to assist in promoting Australian alpaca wherever
appropriate.
Second China Trade Mission – 17 to 24 April 2018
Three directors of the AAA, Chris Williams, Andrew Hulme
and Sue Harris met in China with Karen Jiang to attend the
CWTA Trade Expo, 2018 Prime – Wool, Yarn Fabric. The Trade
Expo was held over two days, 18 and 19 April, in the small
city of Puyuan, west of Shanghai. Puyuan is a commercial
centre for the high end of the Chinese textile industry.
Over two days at the Trade Expo we found that most of the
alpaca fibre sold to China from Peru is supplied, not as raw
fleece but as tops or sliver. Also, China imposes a tariff on
raw fleece other than Australian wool. In combination, these
circumstances mean that Chinese buyers of alpaca fleece
expect to purchase scoured fleece processed into tops or
sliver. We took samples of raw fleece with us and found that
many of those who visited our stand had never before seen
raw alpaca fleece. Most of our visitors were surprised and
impressed by our raw fleece samples and many commented
on how fine and clean the fleeces were.

We appeared to be busier and to have more enquiries than
any other stand at the Trade Expo. Many people asked
whether we had warehouses in China. If we had been able to
supply it quickly we could have sold many tonnes of white
huacaya fleece in all micron bands. We could also have sold a
sizeable quantity of suri particularly at around the 26-27
micron range. Suri fibre of that micron is often used in the
manufacture of coat fabric in China.
Following the Trade Expo we went on to visit three
manufacturing plants in the vicinity of Puyuan. The second
and third of these were very interested in Australian alpaca
fibre. They have both since sent representatives to Australia
in August this year to visit the Australian Alpaca Spectacular
and some Victorian alpaca farms.
From Puyun we returned to Shanghai for a dinner with alpaca
fibre importers which was less successful because they were
not interested in our fleece samples. The dominant importer
of the group told us that Peruvian alpaca fibre was the best in
the world. He then showed us some Peruvian alpaca top
which was coarser than any of the fleece we had with us but
was certainly lustrous. It was suitable for outer garments but
not for garments to be worn close to the skin.
The next day we travelled to Beijing to talk about animal
imports to China with three groups, the China Animal
Husbandry Group (CHAG), which is a government-owned live
animal importer and the largest live animal importer in China,
the CAAA and the China Sheep Dealer Club.
CHAG and the CAAA both told us that the Chinese
Government is not enthusiastic about the import of live
alpacas to China because they see alpacas as being less
productive than sheep which have a shorter gestation period
and which, unlike alpacas, often produce twins or triplets.
The CAAA would appreciate assistance from the AAA in
making the case to government for breeding alpacas. The
CAAA also told us that some of the alpacas imported from
Australia were not very good because many of them had
died. They would like our help to improve their husbandry
practices so that they keep alpacas alive once they reach
China. We demonstrated eAlpaca to the CAAA and they were
very impressed by it. They do not have a stud registry system
for alpacas and they do not appear to have as sophisticated a
breed register for any of their livestock in China.
The China Sheep Dealer Club is a new business venture in
China. They are opening a Sheep Park on the outskirts of
Beijing to showcase 50 breeds of sheep, some goats and
miniature donkeys. They also plan to start with about 15
alpacas. They then expect to expand their imports of alpacas
and it seemed that eventually they expect to become traders,
on-selling alpacas within China. They too were very keen to
learn whatever Australian alpaca breeders were prepared to
teach them about alpaca animal husbandry.
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What next?
The conclusions we drew from the two trade missions to
China were that:
● There is definitely a market in China for Australian alpaca
fibre and animals.
● We have begun to establish a relationship with Chinese
associations involved in alpaca fibre and animal breeding.
We should build on this by establishing a program for
farmers and manufacturers from China to visit and attend
farms and workshops in Australia and a further program to
send experienced alpaca farmers to China to teach better
husbandry practices.
● Alpaca fibre has been a hot commodity in China over the
past year and we expect it will continue to build market
share as an elite natural fibre provided reliable supply can
be established and maintained.
● The Australian Alpaca industry needs to have an on-going
presence at the annual CWTA Trade Expo.
● The alpaca industry needs to encourage the collection and
sale of Australian alpaca fibre.
The last dot point is the most vital of all. We must be able to
supply commercial quantities of reliable quality alpaca fibre
to the market in order to establish international markets as

wool has done. On 18 May 2018 the AAA distributed to all
AAA members by email our report on the second trade
mission, Attached to that report was a list of 18 potential
Chinese buyers of alpaca fibre. We asked members to contact
us if they were interested in pursuing any of these market
leads. We received no positive responses.
The AAA welcomes the establishment of alpaca fibre
collection agencies whether co-operative or for-profit. It has
established a system for endorsing shipments of alpaca fibre,
which satisfy strict quality testing, to international buyers. It
hopes in time to establish a co-operative of fleece
buyers/collection agencies to act as a platform for the
coordination of Australian alpaca fleece sales to the world.
In the meantime, we encourage all alpaca breeders to
manage their shearing and skirting to the Industry Standard
for the preparation of Australian Alpaca (Edition 2). Breeders
should also aim to sell their fleece either by having it made
into yarn in Australia or to the international market through a
collection agency. Given that Australia no longer has a strong
manufacturing industry it is only through establishing an
international market for our fleece that we can hope to see
the world paying competitive prices for our beautiful alpaca
fibre.
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Science in the Shearing Shed
A study on alpaca stress reactions during shearing
By Stephen Mulholland, Ph.D.

Shearing is the one activity that unites all
alpaca owners. Whether you have two
or two thousand animals, every year you
need to line up the time, place and
shearer to get the fleeces safely and
efficiently off the animals.
In Europe a question arose if some of the common shearing
methods being used were unduly stressful for the alpaca. A
study was undertaken to determine the physiological stress
reaction of alpaca to three different types of restraint during
shearing: with the alpaca standing while being held by two
assistants, tied-out on the ground, and tied-out on a shearing
table. (Where “tying out” means that the front and back legs
are gently but firmly extended and restrained with ropes, and
the head of the animal is held by an assistant if on the
ground, or by a neck-band on a shearing table.)
The research was conducted by Prof. Dr. Thomas Wittek and
Dr. Bianca Lambacher (with help from others, full reference
at end of this article). An initial test was conducted where
fifteen animals were restrained using the three methods, but
not shorn, and their rectal temperature, heart rate, and
respiration rate were measured before, during and after.
For the second part of the experiment, restraint was
combined with shearing, forty five animals were used and
split into three groups of fifteen, and again physiological
measurements were taken to determine how stressful the
experience was for the alpaca; additionally the cortisol levels

(a stress hormone) were measured before and after.
There are many variables that can affect an animal's stress
level, and for this study the researchers tried to limit those
variables to just the methods of restraint. For the experiment
the alpaca were all handled by experienced staff with whom
the animals were familiar.
Restraint alone, whether standing or tied out on the ground
or on a shearing table, was not unduly stressful on the
animals. Physiological measurements stayed mostly within
the normal range, with only a few slightly elevated readings
in the tied-out animals.
In the second part of the experiment it was noted that
shearing standing was very slightly faster than the other two
methods, likely due to the time required to immobilize the
rope-restrained animals. The roped animals did suffer slightly
fewer minor cuts during shearing. These differences were too
small to be statistically significant. One animal had to be
excluded from the shorn-standing trial because it was
vigorously resisting and the situation became unsafe for both
handlers and animal.
Salivary and fecal cortisol levels did show that shearing was a
stressful procedure, though the standing position was the
least stressful of the three. This is not surprising: as prey
animals, alpaca want to have their feet beneath them and be
in-balance. (See Marty McGee Bennet's “The Camelid
Companion” for lots of good discussion about alpaca and
llama behavior and psychology.) A standing, balanced
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animal has less to worry about than a rope-restrained animal.
The physiological measurements (heart rate and respiration)
were elevated during shearing, but remained within or only
slightly above the normal range. So both restraint and
restraint + shearing are somewhat stressful, but not
excessively taxing on the animal. There were more
vocalizations during the shearing than during restraint alone,
which is also indicative of additional stress.
The recommendation of the paper was to shear calm alpaca
in the standing position, but those that exhibited a strong
defense (fight or flight) reaction should be shorn restrained
either on the ground or on a shearing table.

look at how we are shearing our alpaca, and devise some
improvements.
(While my partner and I have been shearing around our
district for the last decade, I know many of you readers have
shorn many more alpacas, in many wildly different
circumstance, and thus have nuggets of wisdom to share.
You can contact me at stephen@alpacasrampant.co.nz if you
have ideas about how we could make our shearing systems
better.)
I can think of 5 primary factors that need to be considered
when shearing an alpaca:
(1) Moving the animal into a position to be shorn

The results of the study were complicated by the significant
inter-animal variability: some alpacas were much more
stressed by the restraint or shearing than others. This opens
possibilities for future research into what specifically causes
stress to individual animals, and from that knowledge
examining how minor tweaks in work style or shed setup
might help to alleviate that stress.
It is always encouraging to see thoughtful, deliberate
research into how we handle and care for our alpacas, and it
highlights just how much more room for development there
is in our shearing technology.

(2) Shearing the animal
(3) Maintaining the health, safety and welfare of the animal
during the process
(4) Maintaining the health and safety of the human workers
and helpers.
(5) Getting the fleece off in a useable state, avoiding second
cuts and contamination
(1) Moving the alpaca into position.

Shearing technology, you ask? What do I mean by that?
The best, most developed technology around us is often
invisible to us. It's simply there. It works.
The NZ shearing shed is a highly evolved and mature piece of
technology optimized for quickly and efficiently getting the
wool off a sheep, and it does so using a process that keeps
the wool clean while making it easy to skirt, sort, and
package. Sheep shearing sheds are scalable, so that the same
basic format can be applied on farms large and small. It is
easy to forget about the technology of design and process
optimization that those sheds represent, because it is now so
mature and relatively unchanging.
Specifically-designed and purpose-built alpaca shearing sheds
are certainly not common. Some farms have modified
existing sheds to varying degrees to make them better for
shearing. In other places shearing is simply done in a
convenient pen or yard, with no permanent modifications.
I sometimes find it useful when approaching a problem to
start with a blank sheet of paper, and try to describe the
issue as if I were speaking with a person who is keen about
alpacas, but has never actually shorn one. I don't start with
the solutions that we've improvised over the years, rather I
just think about the problem and what maybe could be done
better. Hopefully from this thought experiment we can all

If you've put the time in to halter train all your alpaca, this
step can be easy. But in many cases we're starting with a
mob of reluctant and possibly uncooperative animals.
Chasing an alpaca around a pen is the fastest way to tire
yourself out, agitate the alpaca, and teach that alpaca that it
is much quicker and more nimble than you are. This is not
helpful!
In our “ideal” shearing shed we have a setup where the
animals will move themselves naturally from a holding area
to the loading position such that they are presented to the
shearing area with the minimal fuss. Maybe this means the
shearing area is part of, or adjacent to, your normal handling
facilities, so the alpacas can acclimated to the facilities
during their normal maintenance checks.
Alpacas are very social animals. So our ideal setup is to use
their social nature to our advantage, or at least we don't
want to try and make an alpaca do something that goes
against its nature. They don't want to be apart from their
friends. Mothers don't want to be separated from their cria.
So our ideal setup avoids creating these situations which
would stress the alpaca, as that would make it harder to
move it towards the shearing area.
Shearing will always be bit a bit stressful for alpaca. They are
not naturally “cuddly” animals, and most of them really don't
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appreciate lots of man-handling. Even so, we can do our best
to keep that stress to a minimum. Fear tends to encode well
into memory; evolution has programmed it that way so that
animals learn to stay away from things that might hurt them.
We don't want the alpaca to have such a strong fear-memory
of shearing that it makes them harder and harder to shear
each year. That's cruel to them, and makes our lives harder.

alpaca sigh with relief when the trainee stepped back and an
experienced hand finished the job.

(2) Getting them shorn

(3) Maintaining the health, safety and welfare of the alpaca
during shearing process.

In the shearing study done by Thomas Wittek described
above, the shearing time was on the order of 20 minutes per
animal. These are reasonable durations, from an animal
welfare perspective (as per the Code of Welfare for Llamas
and Alpacas). I also know that some shearers are a good bit
quicker, getting through alpacas in 5 to 10 minutes.
Shearing is noisy, infrequent and thus unfamiliar; it involves
restraint and perhaps worst of all as far as an alpaca is
concerned it involves touching all over the body. As such it
will always be somewhat stressful, even in ideal
circumstances with an easy-going, well-handled animal.
Stressed animals can become acutely aware of the body
language and stress levels of the humans around them.
(Again, the “The Camelid Companion” by Marty McGee
Bennet for excellent discussion of camelid psychology and
how they interact with their human handlers.) We've noticed
when training new shearers that the first time the trainee
uses the shearing hand-piece the alpaca is intensely aware of
the human's nervousness. We've literally seen a half-shorn

So when shearing remember that everyone involved needs
to be calm, confident, and efficient. The work should be
quick, but never rushed. If you're freaking out, the alpacas
will follow your cue.

It is imperative that the physical safety of the alpaca is
ensured during the whole shearing process. Obviously this
means that the shearing equipment itself must be suitable
for camelids and in good working order, but also all the
associated equipment need to be checked and maintained
regularly. Are ropes frayed? Welds cracked? Rusty
equipment?
Check the vicinity of the shearing table. Are there power
leads on the floor which could entangle an alpacas' legs? If
the alpaca panics during restraint and bolts in a random
direction, what would happen? If your “shearing shed” is a
temporarily repurposed storage shed or workshop you must
remove or safely isolate all the items on which an alpaca
could cut, impale or break itself.
Shearing is often a time when health problems are
discovered. It is also a time when it is safe and easy to check
for fighting teeth in males and otherwise give a quick noseto-toes check-over. We now make notes of our animal's
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lumps, bumps, scars and other oddities.
You need to make sure you have enough people on hand to
manage the situation if an alpaca freaks out. Even a
“restrained” alpaca can hurt itself badly in some
circumstances if it is allowed to thrash wildly about. What do
you do if the animal is half restrained (ropes on some legs,
but not others) when it panics? Do you have enough hands
available to safely control the situation? Do those hands
know what their jobs would be in an emergency? It is the
responsibility of the owner to provide enough people that
the situation is safe. I know of at least one shearer who
sometimes has to do all the work herself. This is unsafe, and
very unfair to the shearer!
And this leads naturally to....
(4) Maintaining the health and safety of the human shearers
and helpers
The human component of shearing also needs proper care
and attention
Alpacas are big and strong. Some of them are very big and
very strong. Ideally your shed is designed so that even
uncooperative animals can be smoothly positioned for
shearing, but sadly few of us have those 'ideal' shearing
sheds. If a 100+ kg alpaca is uncooperative you are
potentially facing some very strenuous lifting/wrestling – can
you do this safely? You need to look at your setup, the
physical capabilities of the assistants available, and the
training and nature of the animals being shorn. Exceptionally
quiet alpacas can be haltered and shorn standing with no or
minimal restraint. But if you have a non-cooperative animal,
then you need to have a plan and a team that can safely carry
out that plan.
It is good if all the human helpers are briefed when and how
to lend a hand, and when it is safest for everyone to back up
and get clear. You can structure your work to minimize risk.
For example, we now always trim the toenails last, as
trimming can give them sharp edges. This minimizes the time
when the shearer or a helper could get slashed by a flailing
leg.
Shearing in the shade is much easier on the staff, especially
under the brutal NZ summer sun. Think of the overall work
environment, and how it affects the total process.
We also don't yet know what an ideal staffing level is for the
putative ideal-alpaca-shearing-shed. A sheep-shearing gang
has more than just shearers, they are team who all know
their roles from animal wrangling to fleece skirting. What is
the composition of your current alpaca shearing gang? What
skills does your team have, and what skills do you wish they
had?

(5) Getting the fleece off in a useable state, avoiding
second cuts and contamination
People have alpacas for many different reasons. For some
of us they are simply pets, and the fleece is just a by-product
that has to be removed yearly. But if you are growing fleece
for your own use or to sell, it needs to come off the animal
without contamination and second-cuts. It took the alpaca a
whole year to grow that fleece; it would be a shame if it
then gets ruined by a poorly-designed shearing shed. We've
received bags of fleece from clients that looked to be half
hay.
A dirty shed is more likely to contaminate the fleece than a
clean shed. Improved floors (concrete or wood) can be
swept clean of dirt and stray hay, and be cleared of scrap
fibre between animals to prevent cross-contamination. If
you drop a bit of shorn fibre on a clean floor you can just
pick it up and bag it; this is not true when you are shearing
in ankle-deep cow droppings (which we've done, the joys of
mobile shearing). We paved our shearing shed in 2011,
where previously we'd been working on temporary plywood
floors, and it utterly revolutionized the cleanliness of the
whole operation.
There are of course many different styles of shearing, each
with its own advantages and limitations. You can shear for
speed, which may involve not closely or completely shearing
all regions of the alpaca so to get the maximum number
shorn in a given amount of time. You could shear in such a
way to minimize animal stress, perhaps by starting with the
legs (scariest) first and finishing with the least stressful bits
(blanket and neck). Shearing could be structured for the
ergonomics of the shearer, to minimize their
bends/twist/lifts, perhaps starting at one end of the animal
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and working linearly and methodically to the other. Or
shearing could be focused on maximizing the quality of the
fleece produced, getting the blanket and other high-value
bits off without any contamination from coarse shorts or
second-cuts. Which style (or combination of styles) have you
been using? Does it best suit your needs?
You need to communicate with your shearer (as most people
use contract shearers) about how you want your animals
shorn. The shearer has a financial incentive to shear as many
as they can, as quickly as they can. You want to get the best
fleeces possible off every animal. You'll need to find a
mutually agreeable middle ground on the process.

Every year we tweak our own shearing methods, searching
for ways to optimise the process for ourselves and for the
alpaca.
The “Perfect Alpaca Shearing Shed” may not have been
invented yet, but I expect some of you readers have some
ideas and observations based on aspects of your own setups
that are working well. We need to communicate these ideas
with one another. As with all aspects of the alpaca industry,
we must be wary of the complacency of “good enough”.
How can we make it better, for us, for the alpacas, and for
the quality of the fleece we produce?
References:

If you have the setup and proper personnel you can skirt and
sort the fleeces as they come off the animals. Where this is
not possible you'll need to look at how you're going to
efficiently store away the fleeces so they can be skirted later.
This is also a good time to collect side-samples and gridsamples of your animals. If you are serious about fleece
production, lab results are the most consistent and
repeatable way to establish quality.

Wittek, T., Salaberger, T., Palme, R., Becker, S., Hajek, F.,
Lambacher, B., Waiblinger, S.
(2017) Clinical parameters and adrenocortical activity to
assess stress responses of alpacas using different methods of
restraint either alone or with shearing
Veterinary Record 180, 568.
“The Camelid Companion, Handling and training your alpacas
and llamas” Marty McGee Bennet
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VALE – Karen Caldwell
and Richard Bowden
In the last few months the Australian alpaca community
has lost two very active and influential members in Karen
Caldwell and Richard Bowden. Our condolences to the
families of Karen and Richard.
Karen Caldwell

AAFT
Australia’s only fibre testing
laboratory dedicated to
alpaca breeders.

Paul Vallely | PH: 61 2 4834 2132
PO Box 246, Crookwell NSW 2583 Australia
EMAIL: info@aaft.com.au

www.aaft.com.au
LIKE US ON FACEBOOK

Karen Caldwell’s parents were among the first people to
buy alpacas in Australia and Karen was a foundation
member of AAA. Her Wyona stud would go on over the
next few decades to become a renowned breeder of
coloured huacayas. Karen was an experienced alpaca
judge and gave many hours of her time to promote and
encourage our young people to participate in youth
activities involving the breeding and showing of alpacas.
She will be sorely missed.
Richard Bowden
Richard Bowden had a long association with the
Australian Alpaca Association in his previous roles as
President of the Victorian Eastern Region and Chair of the
Audit & Risk Committee. Richard was also a valued
member of several other committees and his well
reasoned comments, particularly on financial matters
were always welcomed by other committee members. He
became the AAA’s voice to the AAFL Board at its inception
and later became an AAFL Board member and at the time
of his passing was Chairman of the Board and his steady
presence will be missed.

f
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Splitting Hairs
at the 2018 Alpaca Fiesta Shearing Contest
By Mike Safley for Quechua Benefit

The Shearing Contest at the 2018
Alpaca Fiesta established several firsts:
● The first time ever that women competed.
● The first time ever where all the contestants were required
to use electric shears.
● The first time ever that the contest was sponsored by US
alpaca breeders: Lynn Edens of Little Creek Farms, Pamela
Ray of Xanadu farms and Cass Galloway of Big Hat Ranch.

“Quechua Benefit was happy to organize the sponsors for the
Shearing Contest, but we were most proud to see the women
participate. The women in the alpaca communities do 90% of
the work but only get 10% of the recognition.”
Once the rules were amended it was game on, Pamela and
Cass stepped up and purchased all the contest prizes which
included electric shearing equipment, automated knitting
machines and looms.

Raul Rivera, the president of the Alpaca Fiesta organizing
committee, approached Quechua Benefit and asked if they
would sponsor the contest and contribute to the prizes
($10,000). But the charity felt they could not spend their
donors’ money on non-program unbudgeted activities.

The committee’s requirement to use electric shearing
equipment echoed a constant theme for the Fiesta. The
entire show from fleece to fashion emphasized cutting edge
technology and best practices for modernizing the alpaca
industry from the highlands all the way to the end user.

No worries. Lynn Edens, a Quechua Benefit board member,
said she would be happy to sponsor the contest if women
could compete. At first the committee balked saying that
women didn’t shear alpacas in Peru. Oops! Women are some
of the hardest working breeders at shearing time, and
Quechua Benefit had observed them in action in the
highlands many times. Dale Cantwell made the following
Observation;

The men’s contest included international teams from
Australia, the USA and Peru. As might be expected, the
Peruvians who shear three million alpacas a year dominated
the winners circle capturing 1st, 2nd and 3rd (all from Junin)
with a top score of 85.36. Matt Best’s team from the US took
fourth and Chris Williams from Australia placed fifth. A
combined total of fourteen contestants participated in the
men’s and women’s contests.

The 2018 Alpaca Fiesta winners of the women’s shearing contest with an overall score of
81.24 and a time of 4.47 minutes. From Puno Peru.
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Matt made the following observations about the differences
between the international style shearing and the Peruvian
practice.

Matthew Best was impressed by the equipment the
Peruvian shearers used; both at the contest and at the
Vicuna Chaccu.

The Peruvian style mainly differs in two regards.
“The appearance of the shorn animal and the way in which
the fleece is handled.
In the US, shearing has become a mixture of harvesting fibre
and dog grooming. Many breeders are much more interested
in how well the top notch and tail are trimmed, and whether
the legs are symmetrical than what kind of fleece is coming
off the animal and how it is prepared for sale.

Most teams were using the Heiniger Evo shearing
system, recognized worldwide as top of the line.
Matt and his team created a highlight of the contest
for Quechua Benefit when he so generously donated
his two shearing systems as training equipment for
highland alpaca breeders who have rarely even seen
electric shears!

The Peruvian shearers seemed more focused on cutting off
fibre and not paying much attention to the appearance of the
shorn animal. I guess this comes with the territory. When you
have thousands of alpacas waiting for a haircut, you tend to
be less fussy.
I do think the Peruvians could benefit from adopting our
shearing pattern. The Peruvian shearers tended to shear one
side of the animal completely, then roll it over for the other
side. Quite often, blanket fibre got mixed with lesser quality
rather than sorting the fleece as the animal is sheared.”
Rope restraints were a hit at the contest. Very few Peruvian
breeders had ever seen them used. After the contest,
shearers, breeders and people in the bleachers mobbed the
participants wanting to examine the restraints. In fact, word
spread so quickly that alpacshearing.com had orders waiting
upon returning home.
Matt said it best about the 2018 Alpaca Shearing Contest;
"we came, we sheared, we caused a sensation ".

Mathew donated 2 shearing systems to Quechua
Benefit to use for training men and women
pursuant to their economic empowerment
programs. Matt and his wife have volunteered to
return to Peru next year to conduct training.
● Two 220V Heiniger shearing machines were donated
to Matt by Rita Long at Heiniger USA. Rita had to
jump through hoops to get the 220V machines for
the Fiesta, but she made it happen.
● Most Peruvian teams were using the Heiniger Evo
shearing plant and the latest Icon handpiece.
● Matt Best used a hand-held version from Heiniger.
Alpacashear.com links for equipment
Pro series Shearing Restraints | Best Alpaca Shearing
Heiniger Shearing Equipment and Parts

WATCH THE VIDEOS ON YOU TUBE
Alpaca Fiesta: https://youtu.be/1yzEOpKi6bY

Puno & Lake Titicaca: https://youtu.be/ZccZOpQ1X6w

Matt in action with the Heiniger shearing equipment

Picotani Vacuna Chacu:
https://youtu.be/i2mvVPt7heM
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Understanding Domestication of the Llama
By Keith Payne

FROM THIS > > >
“ Back in 2008 was
when it started
to drive me crazy”

Science had conclusively proven genetically that the llama
was domesticated from the guanaco, but there just was not
the detail or a clear explanation of how it was achieved. We
had so many questions - How? When? Who? Where?
But the early genetic revelations were enough to open
academia floodgates, funds started to be made available for
research and so the biologists, archaeologists, geneticists etc
began to dig up, study, analyse and research the Andes.
Gradually, almost reluctantly at first, but surely and steadily
the Andes began to permit its secrets to be unearthed.
And of course, as we should have expected from the outset,
domestication of guanaco and arrival of the llama was not a
straightforward matter. It was actually achieved over a long
period of time ( 6 – 6,500 years ) and took place in stages in
different areas for different purposes over different time
periods in different manners.
10,000 years ago, there were no llamas or humans, simply
30-40 million guanaco. The guanaco had proven itself to be a
very versatile animal and would continue to do so over the
thousands of years until this present day. Firstly it needed to
adapt to climate change as the Andes was subjected to
significant events. Between 8200 – 7500 BP the then
prevailing humid/moist period gave change to a much drier
time. A mini ice age prevailed in the mid-Holocene period.
Areas once rich in plant growth became desert, sections of
the Andes above 3,800 masl became able to support
vegetation and the availability of water from springs and
snow/glacier melt provided a year round home. The guanaco
thrived from the north of Peru down to the southern tip of
Argentina, developing a fibre combination which protected it

in rainforest, desert, high altitude, extreme heat and bitter
cold. Its relative the vicuna proved to be less adaptable and
had a much smaller and defined area of habitat as a result.
At the outset, the guanaco was hunted as feed for humans.
As population increased and settlements appeared, humans
learned how to manage the guanaco such that they could be
herded and moved to these settlements as a source of meat.
And as the settlements grew in number and size, greater
numbers of humans began to have association with the
guanaco.
As contact between humans and guanaco increased, so there
corresponded a gradual decrease in triggering of the
guanaco’s flight instinct and ever so gradually there
developed a form of acceptance. The second phase of
domestication followed with increased habituation and again
a change in the guanaco’s perception about humans. The
final stage of domestication associates a need and gradual
acceptance of food and shelter. After thousands of years the
word ‘tameness’ could be used. This final stage required the
guanaco to accept constraint and isolation from its natural
habits in return for protection.
As you may well expect, this final stage of domestication
coincides with building the first stone corrals in the Andes,
and it is largely during this third phase that experts agree the
guanaco became the llama.
In due course the llama would be subject to morphological
changes, generally increasing in size with thicker leg bone
and larger feet, pretty well what you might come to expect
once the guanaco became less of a target for the puma and
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less likely to regularly face starvation. As the human
population of the Andes increased, a need developed for
appeasement of their many gods and selected breeding over
time started to produce the preferred colours for this. Our
current knowledge of this and the development of a single
coated llama still needs more research but we know that
moving into the time of the Incas there was the original
double coated fully shedding llama as it was domesticated,
the far less numerous single coated llama and the even less
numerous suri fleeced llama. And of course events after the
Spanish arrived were swift and momentous for the llama. The
decimation of the llama and alpaca herds was immense and
accompanied a breakdown in breeding discipline resulting in
the fibre types being permitted to interbreed in addition to
the llama being hybridised with the alpaca.
And in these few short paragraphs we have captured how the
wild guanaco came to be domesticated in three separate
phases, and how, once domesticated, it came to take the
appearance of the llama we see today.

This information is of particular importance to those of us
who are interested and keen to preserve and protect the
integrity of the original llama. It is a magnificent animal
forged by nature over countless thousands of years, shaped
by climate change and the ever alarming challenges brought
on by humans. Relatively few people will have the
opportunity to experience first hand the curiosity,
intelligence and undiminished raw pride of the original llama.
One of the best books available about the history of the llama
is entitled - ‘THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF ANDEAN

PASTORALISM’ ( Capriles Tripcevich ) and the last chapter is a
commentary by David Browman, Dep’t of Anthropology,
Washington University. Professor Browman writes that “the
modern llama is essentially a kind of mixed breed
combination of the earlier distinct llama varieties”, and he is
right. Today we have light, medium and long wool llamas, we
have classics, an argentine, a Chilean, a silky and a mini, and
they all seem to have been invented over the past 50-100
years. Just remember that at the outset there was just one
llama type and it was called a ccara by the Andean herders.
So where to from here? I believe the llama will continue on
its way as it has the past 30 plus years in western countries
but there will develop a growing recognition and acceptance
of the double coated fully shedding ccara llama from two
sources - those wanting to use the llama as a trekking
companion and those wanting to safeguard this original
example of the llama breed. The poor guanaco, which
refused to accept being domesticated by humans, like old
farmers that can not bring themselves to accept modern
applications of herbicides and pesticides, instinctively
knowing the dangers. Hunted, poached, poisoned and
pushed relentlessly into smaller and smaller areas. But do not
ever believe that the spirit of the guanaco is diminished!
Author’s Note – It will be obvious that I am a keen student of the
history of camelids. For those who wish to learn more of where their
llama came from I am happy to forward or refer to written works of
recognised academics, from which sources I obtain my information.
I can be contacted by email at ‘thepaynegang@mac.com’. And of
course I spend a great deal of time with my own herd of guanaco on
my farm. Here I endeavour to maintain the purity of the guanaco as
well as breeding them to my llamas with a view to re introducing
original breed vitality. The results are very encouraging.
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CAMELID CONNECTIONS
ADVERTISING RATES
Camelid Connections magazine offers you affordable advertising for your camelid related business, event or
stud. Contact us to secure your advertising space in future publications.
● The affordable alternative for all your camelid related advertising
● All adverts have a hyperlink directly to your website or email - one click & potential customers can connect with you
● Camelid Connections magazine is a FREE online publication available as a subscription or download from our website
● Back issues will always be available online so your advert has a long ‘shelf life’
● Camelid Connections offers readers a wide variety of quality articles of interest to attract a broad audience

Advertising Rates*
Full A4 Page $360
(210mm x 297mm
No bleed required)

Half Page $185
(190mm x 133mm)

Quarter Page $95
(93mm x 133mm)

190mm

210mm

Business Card $55
(93mm x 65mm)

93mm

93mm
65mm

133mm

133mm
297mm

Classified Listing $36
Max - 50 words + contact details
● Package rates for prepaid advertisements in 3 issues of Camelid Connections receive a 10% discount.
● Double page spread receives a 25% discount (no additonal discounts apply)
● Inside front cover and opposite page attract a 10% loading.
● Camelid Connections magazine will be a quarterly publication commencing in September 2017*
● Advertising needs to be provided as a PDF or JPG to specifications listed above.
● Other advert configurations considered - ask us for a quote

To book advertising or for further details contact either:
● Julie McClen - Graphic Designer Ph: 02 6493 2036
Email: julie@camelidconnections.com.au
● Esmė Graham Editor Ph: 0457 304 868
Email: esme@camelidconnections.com.au
www.camelidconnections.com.au
* We reserve the right to alter advertising specifications and publications rates and dates at any time.
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The importance of:

Post-Mortem examinations
By Dr Corey Regnerus – BVSc, BSc
There is an old and true saying “Where you have livestock
you have dead stock”, and much as it is upsetting to lose an
animal we at least need to learn from the experience. In
what is still a relatively new industry in most places except
South America we need to help increase our knowledge to
help the industry progress. So, unless we are 100% sure of
the cause of death we should at least consider having a postmortem done.
Why do a post-mortem?
● Increase the chance of determining the cause of death
● Knowledge is power
● Preventative procedures could be established in the future
Can I do it myself to reduce costs?
If you have a strong stomach and are confident about trying
yourself you will need the following:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Gloves – even kitchen gloves will do
Pen and paper
Sharp kitchen knife (you don’t want to use anymore)
Pair of scissors
Camera (decent quality)
Sandwich bags and empty clean jars
Bucket of warm soapy water
Keep in mind you possibly need to send samples away for
testing. Where are you going to send them?

Dysmature Cria
Immature cartilage (ears and pasterns), will stiffen over time

Step by Step as your vet would do it
● Lay the deceased left side down
● Inspect the outside of the animal
● Check over from nose to tail checking for any clues
Is the deceased a cria?
● Take extra note of the hooves, mouth and umbilicus
● Is the cria dysmature? (immature cartilage, ears would
stiffen over time)
● Dysmature cria, possibly down on its pasterns
● Normal additional membrane. Camelids have an extra
layer to placenta that attaches direct to mucous
membranes
● Still born cria. Note the hoof caps that are still in place.
These will wear off if the cria had walked.

Normal Additional Membrane
Camelids have an extra layer to placenta that attaches direct to
mucous membranes
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Photo courtesy of: http://beckbrowalpacas.blogspot.co.nz/2012/02/stillborn-cria-at-seven-months.html
Still Born Cria - Note the hoof caps that are still in place. These will wear off if the cria had walked

Adult and cria
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Any faeces present? Take a sample
Reflecting the limbs
Skin the side
Open the abdomen
Get a photo of the organs in place
Any fluid in the abdominal cavity?
If it’s a cria, look for umbilical clots and milk clots
Check intestinal colour
Check organs: liver and kidney

Expected Anatomy
The basic anatomy has been labelled, and all of these organs are
required for samples should you need to collect any. The white
around the heart is fat, and important as if it is absent,
starvation/exposure is likely cause of death.

Open the chest cavity
● Look for fluid or fibrinous attachments
● Feel the lungs
● Fat around the heart?
Consider samples:
Milk Clots
Purple arrows show very few milk clots present in the stomach,
showing not getting much feed. Green arrow the normal saccules of
C1 of the stomach.

● Thorax – heart, foetal heart blood, lung, fluid
● Abdomen – Liver, kidney, intestine – Several – 3cm in
length, faeces from colon, fluid, placenta
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Wry Face
A congenital (genetic) abnormality that is able to be surgically
repaired with specialists, but very costly. It would be unethical to
allow this cria to live. (Donated Image)

Parasite Granulomas
L. Chavezi is a newer internal parasite found in NZ (not yet found in
Australia), and has a liver migration path (the white spots above).

Still born (left) Early Death (right)
Within the first 24 hours, the umbilical veins will form a clot to prevent bleeding from the umbilicus. If these are absent, this was unlikely to
have been alive at all (or a very short period of time).
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Consultation
● If you have a death on the farm collect as much
information as possible for your vet or your own use
● Perform a post-mortem as soon as possible after the death
● Take heaps of photos
● Refrigerate samples if collected
● Consider speaking with your vet to confirm what samples,
you or the vet consider might be important before
performing the post-mortem
● Use the information to help prevent future problems.

Cleft Palate
The deep red colour is the nasal turbinates that should be covered by
the roof of the mouth, missing in this cria. Genetic component, but
can also be environmentally driven (lupins).

Suspect Tuberculosis
Image donated to me from a suspect tuberculosis case in Tasmania
(Australia). Should you ever see this, immediately leave the carcass
alone, wash your hands, and call your vet.

Young Alpaca with Fused Vulva
Very small vulva opening is abnormal. This is a partially fused
(almost completely fused) vulva, which would render this female
infertile due to inability to mate or birth.

Marked Plueropneumonia
Huge amount of pus pooling in the chest around the lung from
severe pneumonia in a lamb

Dr Corey Regnerus is the current
President of the Llama Assoc. of New
Zealand.
He can be contacted at
innovativevets@gmail.com and is
happy to help with further
information and to receive photos
from post-mortem procedures.

Twisted Bowl
Normal bowel is pink in colour, purple/black shows lack of blood
flow like this large portion of twisted bowel
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ALPACA EVENTS

LLAMA EVENTS

Australian Alpaca Association

New Zealand Llama Association

Canberra Royal

North Canterbury Llama Show
Amuri A & P Show – Rotherham
2nd March 2019
Scheduled classes include - Walking Fleece, Conformation
and Obstacles.

15-Feb-2019 - 24-Feb-2019
Exhibition Park Canberra
Canberra Royal
Fleece Judging 15th Feb Judge: Wendy Billington
Schools Comp 22nd Feb Judge: TBC
Young Judges 22nd Feb Judge: TBC
Halter & Fleece 23rd-24th Feb Judges: Shane Carey, Jillian
Holmes
Berwick Show
23-Feb-2019
Berwick Showground
The Berwick Show are very proud of the fact that their
agricultural and horticultural exhibits remain a significant
component of our Show. "Our cattle exhibit is one of the
largest outside the Royal Melbourne, and we have significant
Horse, Sheep, Alpaca, Goat, and Poultry Exhibits." Age Halter
Show Colour Fleece Show

New Zealand Alpaca Association
Jan 18 - Central Region
Levin Show 18 Jan - 19 Jan
Judge - Sarah Busby (Fleece) Diane Marks (Breed) |
Closing Date 11th January 2019.....
Jan 19 - Southern Region
Banks Peninsula Show
Judge - Diane Marks (Fleece) | Closing Date 16th Dec 2018
Jan 26 - Northern Region
Rotorua Show
Judge - TBC (Breed & Fleece) | Closing Date TBC

Red Hill Show
09-Mar-2019
Red Hill Showground

Feb 09 - Northern Region
Taumarunui A&P Show
Judge - Sarah Busby (Breed) | Closing Date 21st January
2019

VER ORM
February 2019 Sun 3��
Venue: Bunyip Hall
The next ORM has been set for Sunday 3rd February.
We hope you mark this in your diary and can attend.
Further information and agenda will be provided closer to the
time.
Farm World 2019
Venue: Lardner Park
Contact: Jenny Miles Phone: 0417392670
Thursday 11th April | 8.30am – 5pm
Friday 12th April | 8.30am – 5pm
Saturday 13th April | 8.30am – 5pm
Sunday 14th April | 8.30am – 4pm

Feb 16 - Northern Region
Franklin Show
Judge - TBC (Breed) | Closing Date TBC
Mar 02 - Northern Region
Morrinsville Show
Judge - TBC (Breed) | Closing Date TBC
Mar 02 - Southern Region
Temuka & Geraldine Show
Judge - Molly Gardner | Apprentice Judge - Lisa Charteris
(Breed) | Closing Date 9th February 2019
Mar 09 - Northern Region
Kumeu Show
Judge - TBC (Breed) | Closing Date TBC
Mar 23 - Southern Region
Malvern/Sheffield Show
Judge - TBC (Breed Only) | Closing Date TBC
Mar 30 - Southern Region
Oxford Show
Judge - Molly Gardner (Breed) | Closing Date TBC
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Services Directory
FLEECE BUYERS

PRODUCT FOR SALE

Australian Alpaca Fleece Ltd.
Unit 2, 114 Fairbairn Road,
Sunshine West Vic 3020
Phone: 03 9311 0933
Website: www.aafl.com.au
We are the oldest and largest Australian Alpaca Fibre buyer.
AAFL buys Huacaya and Suri in all qualities, quantities,
colours and grades. Contact us for our free freight program.
AAFL receives your fleece every business day of the year from
9am to 5 pm.

Australian Alpaca Fleece Ltd.
Unit 2, 114 Fairbairn Road,
Sunshine West Vic 3020
Phone: 03 9311 0933
Website: www.aafl.com.au
Australian Alpaca Fleece Ltd. (AAFL) Distributes in Australian
a complete variety of Alpaca made garments under its
Australian brand, Australian Alpaca Connection and also is
the exclusive distributor in Australia and New Zealand of the
internationally recognised Alpaca fashion brand, KUNA.

Waratah Alpaca Fibre
471 Woodlands Road, Mittagong, NSW, 2575
Postal Address: PO Box 280 Gerringong NSW 2534
Phone: Michael Williams Ph 0407 407618
Email: mick@waratahalpacafibre.com.au
Website: ww.waratahalpacafibre.com.au
A fibre co operative buying fleece from both members and
non members. Refer to their website for further details.

Stevley Park Suris
Contact: Lesley on 0417 506 855
Website: www.stevleypark.com.au
Felted: Soaps - Scarves - Glasses cases - Tote Bags - Throws
Baby Blankets
Knitted: Soft Toys - Mittens - Beanies - Scarves
Pfeiffer Park Alpacas
295 Artillery Road
North Rockhampton, Qld 4702
Phone: 0409 129 953
Email: pfeiffer01@bigpond.com
Website: www.ppalpacas.com.au
Visit our online store to see our large range of clothing, yarn
and accessories.

FLEECE PROCESSORS
Australian Alpaca Fleece Ltd.
Unit 2, 114 Fairbairn Road,
Sunshine West Vic 3020
Phone: 03 9311 0933
Website: www.aafl.com.au
We are the largest supplier of Alpaca materials in Australia.
Scoured Alpaca, Alpaca Tops and Yarns, in all qualities and a
large variety of colour from naturals to fashion colours.
Boston Fine Fibres
Contact: Tanya Boston
Mobile: 0417 497 940
Email: ttboston@bigpond.com
Website: www.bostonfinefibres.com.au
Your fleece will be processed with the utmost care to
produce top quality products in our Eco friendly facility. We
process elite fleece into rovings, batts, felt or yarn in your
choice of 2,4,8,10 ply. Bulky and rug yarn also available. Yarn
is available in skeins, cones, balls.

FLEECE TESTING
AAFT
Contact: Paul Vallely
Ph: 61 2 4834 2132
Email: info@aaft.com.au
Website: www.aaft.com.au
Australia’s only fibre testing laboratory dedicated to alpaca
breeders.
Micronman
Contact: Wayne Marshall
Ph: 08 9418 1733
Email: micronman3@gmail.com
Website: www.micronman.com.au
Prompt service histogram with every test. Using OFDA2000
(profile) and OFDA100 (modulation) Fully accredited.
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www.camelidconnections.com.au

If Camelids are your thing - we have you covered!
Interesting, informative articles & relevant advertising

ALPACAS | LLAMAS | VICUNAS | GUANACOS | CAMELS
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